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profound, because it was concealed nnder habitual quiet
of manner. As a conductor, he was valued where he was
known.. As a composer, he was prized for his high intelligence and for his mastery of the resources of his art,
if not for the originality of his themes and for his creative
power. As a teacher, he won the enthusiastic devotion

field of imaginative creation,
lie playing, his creative work
By birth he was a Bavarian,
master, whom, however, h
direction of his own, and b
factor in the rising Roman

of his pupils.

Classical, of which Humme
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sentative. As a pianist he
extremely averse to public
never gave but four concert
age of twenty-four. His li
since 1838, as Director of t

Asa man, he commanded universal renil
ua
e
l 1
spect among all who knew him, and many of us had
learned not only to respect and admire, but to love him.,
If he had human weaknesses, they were not obvious, and
must have been seldom revealed, except to his intimates,
There are few men in any profession whose character is,

in all respects, so high as waB his, who combine in so high a for Toung Noblewomen ’ ’ at

degree right purpose, right feeling, kindly spirit, graciousness and calm dignity of manner, clearness and strength of
• . „
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intellect and thorough mastery of a chosen profession,
The suddenness of his death made it peculiarly shocking,
Five days before he left Paris he was a well man. A
few days after his return to Boston he died. The blow
fell with crashing force on his devoted wife, whom it deprived for a_time of her reason, if, indeed, she has yet
recovered it. ahe and her children will receive the most
profound sympathy of thousands to whom her husband’s
death has come with a saddening effect such as few deaths
can produce.'
Dr. Maaa was in the early prime of mature., manhood,
Born at Wiesbaden, June 21st, 1862, of Dutch*- Flemish
.
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parentage, he went witn tne iamily to Liondon m 1864,
where their house still is. His general education was English. He graduated from King's College with high honors,
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showing m his literary studies the same high intellectual
qualities which won him his honored position in his
chosen profession. Hb showed musical talent early,
playing in public at the age oft
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boy’s talent would have its way. It was the friendly advice of Joachim Raff which finally determined Louis’s
fether to send him to the Leipzig Conservatory in 1867
Here he studied the piano with Dr. Pappentz and Carl
Reineck ; presama ly also with Moscheles, who was
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to blur the playing. Neither should the pedal itself be
struck with the foot, keep the heel always upon the floor
with the point of the shoe resting upon the pedal, and
raise and lower the foot from the ankle joint, never
removing the foot from the pedal while the latter is in
use.
If, in addition to these mechanical rules (which are by
no means exhaustive), the pupil possess an' ear made
sensitive by careful listening to his own performance,
and has some knowledge of harmony, as well as the
principles of phrasing, the use of the pedal will, instead
of obscuring, lend new beauty and clearness to the
playing.

PUBLISHER'S ROTES.
The offer to.send at reduced price the five new works
is withdrawn, from October 1st. All the works are not
yet out, but they are in the binder’s hands, and at this
writing we should judge that by the 18th of the month
.every one will be ready. The public do not know the
many little things that delay the bringing out of a new
work—the authors take great delight in changing and al¬
tering at the very last moment; the printer, when sure the
work cannot be taken away from him, will often take his
own time ; the electrdtyper has his own set delays. The
paper is not delivered on time; the binder is the last,
but not the least, to throw obstacles in the way; we
push through our work consistent with thoroughness.
When our new works dp not appear exactly on time, our
patrons must conclude that there are good reasons for
delay. It is better to delay the issuing of a work than
to have it defective. In the case of “ Touch anfi Tech¬
nic^’there were no less than four sets of proofs sent to
the author. Th.e illustrations were many times altered
by the engraver—this alone required weeks of time.
We make these remarks because we receive in every
mail inquiries why the new works do not appear.
We have just issued some pretty, easy duetts by H.
EnckhauseBy Qp. 72. Th/sy are in three books ; each
retails at 75 cents in sheet form. They are similar to
Diabelli’s easy duetts, Op. 149, but in .our opinion
they are more pleasing. They are progressive with the
upper part on five notes. The two hands, however, do
not always play the same part. We most heartily rec¬
ommend these for. teaching and to be used instead of
Diabelli.
_

plied with first-class music stor
been impossible for me to supp
kind of music and studies which
packages from some of the l
cities, “ on selection,” from wh
turn all which I did not desire
month. Even this method w
found at the end of the year tha
was unsuitable and which was
yet I had often needed ,music an
have.
My greatest annoyance has
with which I was familiar, yet w
useless, on account of poor p
crowding, and all manner of m
All this has been changed.
received from you large, fine a
sale,” and whenever I desired m
with the greatest promptness.
never ordered a piece or book
Your editions of the numerous “
are the finest in every particul
To insure such perfection in a
from your very complete list.
thing I need for every case.
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Dear Mr. 'Howe:—Your cord
and your “ Instructor ” this mo
the same conscientious painst
terized your student life finder
years, and I wish it the succes
know of your, excellent work a
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you may be.
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— Yours sincerely,
827 W. 112th s
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James Hamilton Howe, Esq. :

My Dear Mr. Howe:—I am
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Ans der Ohe, Mme. Rive-King and Mr. Joseffy.

The compositions of Frede
Mr. Krehbiel, of the Tribune, gave a series of twenty-five sonatas for flute
lectures
ictures before the Seidl Society at Brighton-Beach,
Brighton -Beach, published in Leipsio.
The last, on “ Parsifal,” took place on Sept. 4th. *Herr
_
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Hun itali
Seidl illustrated the lecture at the piano.
Professor Franz
or Music loi
Academy of
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The Musin Concert Company will have a new pianist
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“ SansSouci ” Minuet and Vari der Stucken’s Festival Tower must have been the
Procession. Mr. Joseffy will perform the Liszt concerto summer season. A piano w
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last sonatas arid the great variation in C, Op. 120.
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reengaged by the Munich Op
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The Emma Jueh Opera Company includes the followg ; Sopranos, Miss Emma Juch, Mrs. Bomc-Serano,
-Miss Selma Kronald and Miss Susie Leonhardt; con¬
tralto, Miss Lizzie Macnicholl; tenors, Charles Hedmont, Edwin Singer, .Ferdinand Urban; baritones,
J izo I Sf< Idard a ,s 5V illiam
; bassos Frar z
Vetta and E. N. Knight. The Reason opens at the
Academy of MnBic in Philadelphia on October 2lBt.
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to be played in so short a time, the notes following so
rapidly after one another, that the entire chord falls upon
the ear as a unit, and not as a “ broken chord,” accord¬
ing to common idea of what is meant by the term.
Schumann’s idea was to get the finger-touch here, which
produces much the same effect as when a chord is picked
vigorously upon a guitar. The bass note, therefore, begins
the chord, but the impact of the rhythmic beat comes
with the melody tone, the lower notes of the chord having
the effect of anticipation, but so very slight in the amount
of time occupied as not to be worth noticing. You play
them much too slowly. The hand is not shut entirely, but
the touch is made with a finger effort, and the hand
springs upward from the wrist, but not far.
The
emphasis upon the upper note is due to an arm element
in the touch. This, also, was what Schumann desired.
If you wish to understand what influence the arm exerts
upon the touch try the following: Touch a chord, for
example^ one of those of Schumann’s, with the elastic
touch, taking the pedal at the same moment^ Allow
the hand to spring upward in shutting to a distance of
about two "inches. Then, with exactly the same force,
-make the same touch again, but spring upward four
inches; then the same, springing upward eight inches ;
then again, and spring upward a full foot from the key¬
board. Have another person hold a hand above the keys
at the height you wish' to reach with the spring, and
spring up until you touch their hand. You will observe
that the last touch,- made with a high spring after it, will
be many times stronger than the first one, although it
will seem to you as if you made them in .the same way.
The use of Mason’s technics is not,a question of a little
more or arKttle less. It is a question of having or not
having the touch-technic for artistic playing. Mason
and Hoadley’s *!'Easy System for Beginners ” does not
employ the Mason system fully, nor does it develop the
exercises sufficiently. But it is a good book. I am at
work upon a course of twenty lessons to a beginner,
which will shortly be ready, in which we start out with
Mason’b technics, and a variety of oral work conducive

2. The Beethoven “Tempe
2, in D minor. The name re
hoven, who is said to have tol
understand it, he ought to r
pest.”
.__
3. I know nothing at all
the Piano.” It is, probably,
ventions of that misleading r
In this connection, while Po
sentiment she writes about, s
which A. W. Thayer took of
few years ago. He represen
consulting with Billings and
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production of an American h

Ques.—1. A club of nine y
gether, using as a text-book
stand Music.” We have just
wished many times that we co
to the author. Finally, to-day
were told to look for quarter
the 41st measureUf the alleg
1, Beethoven, we were in d
we could not have understood
-it is my opinion that the pr
wrong in thinking that the w
ferent meanings in those cha
lesson on counterpoint cause
whether imitation can be ca
is and what is not counterpo
you would Bay a word about
that will clear the mystery.
Trusting this appeal will n
yon may find time to help in
trrfly yours,
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Ans.—1
You are right.
should be “quarter-note m
and following of the first mo
sonata. The proper measu
half-notes pulses. Hence th
half-pulse motion, and the e
pulse motion. This is what
think you will find it in your

Elmira? I would be very greatly obliged fot an early same pitch, to show that the s
tion af the first. The two no
reply, if convenient to yourself.—M. E. W.
Ans.—1, You cannot learn any art profitably by mail, same pitch, the character is a t
for the reason that an art, or practice, like technic of
tone production, Whether with fingers or larynx, has to
be criticised by the living teacher, who observes the
nature of the faults and prescribes methods of remedy¬
ing them. The teacher by mail has only your imperfect
and often wholly mistaken account to guide him. So,
also, in the new exercises prescribed, it is largely a
matter of manner, and of small items of manner, which
commonly escape the attention of the learner until he is
educated to observe them. At its best, lessons by mail
are no more satisfactory than kissing your best friend in
a letter; at their worst, it is like spanking an unruly
child by mail—ineffective and unsatisfactory.
2. The best method for improving rapidity of sights
reading is to read new music daily by metronome, in
strict timep-at different rates of speed. The best method
of improving- the accuracyrrf your sight-reading—the
point commonly needing the greatest proportion of at¬
tention—is to read under the supervision of a teacher.
3. It is not. It is suspended from the fingers, allow¬
ing the body of the metronome to act as a pendulum.
4. I prefer the Techmeon, although the Dactylion haB
its merits.
-;
6. Because grading is - largely a matter of approxima¬
tion. One Writer grades upon finger grounds merely,
another upon the mental elements taken .in connection
with them. Possibly you yourself do not grade alike on
two different days. Apiece maybe easy for one pupil
and difficult-for another, playing approximately as well.
It is owing to the mental and mechanical elements of
the piece happening to correspond with the talents of
first, and not to correspond with those of the latter.
The Etude always grades from 1-10.
■ 7. One can learn the principles of pedaling and regia-tration in ten lessons, if already- a fair pianist-and of
mental qualities fitting the organ. To master the.tech¬
nic is another things and to learn registration, in the

Ques.—Will you please tell
tone vocal method?
Ans.—The so-called “ overd
know very little about it other
some Boston teachers, who pro
special attention to the over-t
than to fundamental tone. Th
division or the differentiation m
great work, “ Sensations of To
suppose these teachers claim to
for improving the resonance of
above the glottis.

Ques.—I should be please
through The Etude, why the
enharmonic interval, has no ex
Ans.—I do not know as I
sufficient reason for it, since
have consulted upon the subjec
ninth. All chords of the _ninth
ward one~degree, while the fu
a fourth or downward a fifth.
is one of the most appealing
mented ninth, if there were' o
solve upward one degree into t
meanwhile remaining stationar
therefore, would not involve a
simply a melpdic alteration in
ary chord. The interval of th
well enough be used in this
would take too long to searc
one might contrive a way of
Better learn to use the other re
-W. S. B. M.

.Ques.—1. Can ▼on\'mve.'ine':
Etude, of Bobbins’ “Ameri
merit, and do any of our prom
Is it possible for one who .has c
to perform to acquire a good,
technique ?—Y. ,
.

tion of any good piano will show that the tone ceases
when the Key has moved the same distance upward 5 by
allowing the key to rise slowly, it will be observed that
the damper drops on the string just before the key reaches
the level of the'keyboard.
It is just as far down to
where the tone begins as it is up to where the tone stops.
Hence, in order to have one tone begin exactly where
the preceding tone ends, the keys must start exactly to¬
gether, one up, the other down. The actions of the fin¬
gers must necessarily conform to these indispensable
motions of the keys.
Therefore, to play legato, it is necessary that the fingers
so act that the keys in their alternate motions up and
down start simultaneously.
The directions for the fingers vary according to their,
position. . If the fingers are in correct striking position
above the keys, the finger which has produced its tone
begins its motion upward at the precise instant the next
finger in its motion downward touches its key.
If the fingers rest lightly on the keys, both keys and
fingers start simultaneously.
Pupils can be more easily taught to play legato with
the fingers in the latter position. The attention of the
pupil must be concentrated on the up-motion, as it de¬
mands a greater effort, the opposite down-motion being
performed easily and naturally.
The mind of the pupil being occupied with raising the
fingers, a more perfect action from the knuckle joint is
obtained, and there is less tendency to hand and -arm
motions.
A legato with the fingers in.proper position above the
keys should be insisted on as soon as possible.
_ Beginners are prone to U8e‘,the finger which has struek
the key as a support to the hand, .and thus-aequire tbs
habit of holding the key down too long. This habit is
often overlooked by the teacher, as first lessons are writ¬
ten in very slow tempo, and no ill effects are observed?
Bat the same dilatory lifting of the finger in faster
tempo produces audible discora.
It should be remembered that holding the key down
does not increase Ihe power or resonance of the tone,
but merely allows its continuation by preventing the
damper from dropping on the string. The hammer,
having performed its stroke, falls back a little, bo as to
allow the free vibration of the string, after which noth¬
ing farther in the way of tone production As possible
until the key is again pressed down. Indeed, the key,
having been struck, may be allowed to rise a sixteenth
of an inch without affecting the tone.
The keys may be held down ad libitum in the upper
octave of the piano without any disagreeable result, the

results.
.
The writer would feel guilty of a
hypocrisy if he did not acknowledge h
Mr. A. K. Virgil the inventor of the
who first called his attention to the pro
necessary for the different kinds of to
He will never forget the illuminati
him as a result of that instruction.
He believes that the principles an
Practice-Clavier embodies will ultim
The sounding contrivance is especia
is unquestionable that with its aid
taught more quickly and accurately
piano alone.
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Thebe is a constant headway mad
severing the accessory slip of the four
radical innovations, the public are slo
and experiments will prove the valne
From the Evening Post, San Fran
following extract. It is the testimon
the violinist. She spent the summe
fornia, and while there gave the su
attention; The pianist of her comp
had his left-hand tendons severed, a
astic over the results. Mr. Bonelli is
efforts to convince the public of the im
operation. While medical men hav
that these tendons are an impedimen
mained for one like Mr. Bonelli, who
to show its practical valne.
Madame Urso replied to the quest
there is anything in it ?” as follows

“ I came away with the most favo
the beneficent results to be gained by
have not quite made np my mind,
have one of my hands performed on.
culty, in. playing is encountered in th
and fifth fingers. By this operation t
pletely eliminated. I saw Mr,. Bon
of his wife’s hands, and I also listen
ances of some of the professor’s pu

Clinging legato. The object of this exercise is to cultivate the habi
constant and continued pressure and bearing down upon the keys. As s
as this hahit has become thoroughly established the super-legato should
discontinued and the Clinging legato substituted and thenceforward kep
daily practice^ The difference between the two is,' that in the former
transfer of the finger (when two keys are held down as represented in P
II) is- made slowly, while in the latter it is made instantaneously.
the super-legato the tones overlap, so to speak, as in the following
ample : Play “Strictly in timfe, Hold each key down with unrela
pressure throughout the full and exact time value of the tones as indica
by their representative notes. ;
Eight hand alone. 2nd and 3rd fingers.
•
s

Descending.

throughout the exercise. The accent characteristic of
the first part of the measure must be emphasized with
special force by the finger which employs the Clinging
legato touch.*
Plate IV.

* An exaggerated form of the Elastic touch should be frequently used in
practice ; it produces excellent results. In this exercise the flexion is not
confined to a single finger, or pair of fingers, but immediately affcerfheTblow
is delivered the whole hand is quickly and tightly closed in the form of a
fist. The muscles of the wrist are also included in the act, and as the blow
is completed the hand is' drawn in towards the arm, causing the wrist to rise
slightly. This full and complete flexion is especially effective in certain
chord passages, and produces a quality of tone attainable in no other way.
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15 Both of these touches should receive an
equal share of attention in the practice of the Moderato
and Fast forms.
~~
The Legato touch has, in another part of this work,

pieces
exerc
indist
finaeT

tender and beautifully sympathetic by subjecting it, in
proper degree, to the softening and mollifying influences
of the elastic principle.
Exercises Nos. 4 to 13, Inclusive.

The Moderato

And Fast Forms.

The

Legato,

(or Plain

Legato) and

Staccato touches.
Plate

Sec.

IX.

measure and should be practiced at various rates of
speed. No farther directions are necessary than to urge
the distinct indication of time by especially accenting
the tones which fall on the first part of the measure.
Exercises Nos. 17 to

22

Inclusive.

Velocity

Forms.^

17. Having passed by gradations from slow
motions to fast ones it is next in order to increase the
speed to such a degree as to involve a risk in each
effort. “ Nothing risked, nothing won,” runs the pro¬
verb, which finds a ready application to the work of the
student in acquiring facility of execution. In the slow
forms each single movement of the finger, or each sepa¬
rate tone produced by the finger-blow, may be called
the unit of thought. As the speed is increased the uni
of thought includes a group of motions, or tones, and
these groups grow-larger by degrees. A group of
tones, or series of motions is therefore in this sense a
unity and is practically cakried into effect as by a single
volition. In the velocity forms, here used, the smalles
group consists .of five notes. The germ of this principle
has already been foreshadowed in the first Moderate
form of the Two-finger exercise, Bhythms I and II
which contain two notes in each group. Before making
the attempt te play, let the thought run through the
entire group, concentrating itself on the final note; or
in other words, take aim at the final key of the group
Sec.

In the following* exercise the fing*ers cannot be raised hi
sustain the tones their full value, so that there always will
simai time required for mOvingr a fingrer as quickly as poss

N923. Diatonic broken thirds. First slow form .The
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wonld have made bnt
gary. Here they were joined later by a kindred Tartar would
but sorry fn
tribe, the Magyars; and here grew and blossomed,’from ever classically developed, bnt
but
a purely Mongolian root, though engrafted with many an the semi-chaotic character of th
Aryan branch, the noble Hungarian nation ; that isolated seem fierce, fantastic, where the
nation, which forms the connecting link between the a musical standpoint, remember
of the
Oriental and the European civilizations, and displays of
the Hungarians.
Hungarians.
many of the charms and the Tirtues of each.
One may smile at the idea as
In the fevered mediaeval history of Hungary figure to me Liszt, in spite of his fair«
fair Christian and Jew and Saracen, Monk Knight and Franz Liszt, the brilliant and
Gypsy, appearing and passing in a motley procession, the most effete civilization of
in spirit stro
each now dominant, now suppressed, and each leaving has always seemed in.
wild leader
its impress on the already high-flavored and many-hue
to that wilt*
eader of the
0 Man
lun
national character^-The sceptre changed hands and the Mongolian, “Etzel,
“ Etzel, the scourge
ing
crown
spur, in . sign
of
—- ~ -■ - changed
——b—; heads with startling rapidity, for, as
— a
— jpgn T, of whose, j— ..
rule, the hand of the new monarch robbed the head of followers galea with fear ; .th
the old, and each brief dynasty, ushered in and out by a fire
quicksilver, with just en
bre and quickBilver,
ciay to hold
noia it in
unman
m hm
human lormform—
regicide, was diversified by wars, rebellions, and every clay
variety of crime. In a rapid survey of the last ten the Hungarian 1
Ed
centnrieB, the crown of Hungary seems to the student
___
like a jeweled ball, tossed from hand to hand,' now
caught, now held, now lost, bnt oftener in motion than
A PROBL
at rest, and scarce to he followed in its dizzy flight but
•for the track of blood behind it. ‘
Editor of The Etc
Etude
Etude::—
—
In oar own century Austria, whose hand had been
As The Etude se
seems to be
long outstretched for the throat of Hungary, obtained a mentor for all teachers
teacl
who n
death-grip, and throttled her national life. Austria now present my problem,
problem.
sits on an imperial throne, with the mutilated bodies of . I seek a plan by w
which one. ca
Poland and Hungary lashed to either side; hot the tion in Theory, wit:
within the tim
immortal souls of Doth survive in their national music.
lessons, and without crowding
o
_ . . .
*1
No spot of .Europe is more fraught with interest, for portance, None of my. pupils c
the traveler than Hungary, and, t6 an imaginative mind, minutes twice a week, and I fi
_a.
_' ii_i.'l
il__Al—
a strange spirit of consistency seems to pervade the en- time to'help them sufficiently W
tire region, harmonizing every feature and charaef^istie, and the phrasing and expressio
even to the face of the cocsatry and itB animal and vegeThere are certain things -I
table life, with itsErratic history and mongrel pppula- rostisl learn while they are learn
tion.
''
: ~
•
gain acquaintaace with the grea
The temperament of the people and of the weather is the History of Music ; they mus
a tropical one—soft, suave and seductive, but subject to forms of musical composition
sultry swoons and sudden hursts'.of storm. The climate familiar with the chords and;ch
is much like that bf Italy, and the Vine add olive are here pieces and studies. Gan this b
likewise grown in great abundance and perfection, bnt classes for the study
are lashed by gusts of hail arid wind from the Carpa- thought so, and have 1
thians, whicn guard the northern frontier, as sharp and ally as opportnnity offered, bn
stinging as the arrpws and javelins which in the days of the knowledge gained by the pup
the Tartar invasions used to alight upon the fruitful Let me take, ror-example; the
fields and vineyards from the same quarter. An Indian when I attempt to interest th
summer mood is, however, the prevalent one of the | intervals. _ They first write out
seconds, thirds, fourths, etc., a
-weather..-.
is.
i i With a characteristic union of Northern Asia arid
and them on the page of music.. T
Southern Europe, among the most numerous and notable much, but when they.leam to re
of the birds of HringSry are the golden eagle and the augmented and diminished int

is produced in delivery by the same
composers produce their deviatio
either in the melody only or in the
ui
kj\j laa oxixiuiwxiucuuoij.
ouou as
ao
or xu
in both
simultaneously, such
vaiues at the expense of others by d
.
.
. .. .
^.
ciously shifting the-aeeent, or by slu
or by fermatas, or by inserting re
pauseB (kunst-pausen). The latter
ening, beautiful and poetical effec
advantage in keeping apart phrases
(6) The
rubato tempo
is “
to be
a
“,
ihe J,ubat0
te“P° ia
De, a
eT.&ndo °P the one Blde a.nd ritarda
tnee versd, not to spread over Jess
compound time-measure, and not
bars in simple metre, but ad libitu
bars, subject to regulation by the
try and proportion.
Bear iiLm
,
...jJ,
■
.
whether sudden or gradual, is not
jJ,etaadd®b
,
’
1
J •,
accelerando so and so many deg
T
m^n, prescribed tempo, but bo h
ant.—rp.taimno* t.hfi vri*v samp mptrp
ant-retaining
the very same metre
The common or rubato proper,
hesitating> this tightening and s
kancea certain expressions—imp
aance? c™,n expressions imp
wav®nng feelings, tfuctaating moo
capnee and humor and great passi
This
fhl8 nefarious
nefan,oa« habit of too
to° freq
freq
nate,
or
unskillful
and"
incorrect
nate> br unskillful and incorrect
spread to
an ularmmg
alarming extent
extent m
in Am
8Pread
t0 “
Am
or
concert
is
ever
given
where
or concerrf 18ffevf
where it
it
annoy and
anB°y
aPd offend
°®fnd the
the true
tru® musicia
“usicia
nounce
iLasJthe
very
worst
manne
™unf t
^
maDae
false taste, as an utter disregard o
ples, and if it comes to be appl
Liszts second Polonaise in E may serve as an illustra- ples’ and jf, ik b0mes to be aPPH
unpardonable abuse, an unwarran

and I am content with seven, the fff, ff, f, pf, p, pp, ppp.
Furthermore, the effective crescendo.and diminuendo;
what
a i_variety
of• tone—orchestral,
instrumental,
vocal,
,
,
.
,
j»|_*
•
-i
.i
etc.; what a variety of phrasing, expression, rhythm;
mhot
q T7QnOTV7
unth its
ita modifications
nrnninnonnna of
i~vt accel¬
anon .
what a
variety of tomnn
tempo, with
erando, ritardando, rail., rubato, fermatas, art pauses,
etc.!
In the playing of Chopin’s compositions I cannot
share the general opinion that they are to be played
rubato throughout. On the contrary, it seems to me
that Chopin, as mindful of rhythm and uniformity as of
all
nilipr rules
rnlpB of
nf beauty,
hppntv expressly and purposely chose
ail other
distinct, pronounced, plain and familiar rhythms and
tempos—dancing-steps, such as the valse, the mazurka,
the march the polonaise—whose leading motives, when¬
ever they come to the front, he invites us to play in
strict time
and ruytmu,
rhythm, without
any rubato
Bkricb
uiue auu
.uuut auy
ruuaiu whatsoever.
wuaiHuever.
But he idealizes them to a certain extent; he “ phantasies” and improvises on these themes, interweaving a
Tinpirv.
great deal of poetry, deep meditations and reflections,
sometimes religious. Patriotic, chivalrous sentiments
.
®
mingle
like by-plavs.
Descriptions of^ nature and, of
- 6. ,, .
r • - 1
f • j
“
nmn in their various phases and moods ; representations
of pastoral, gypsy, aristocratic life, with its pomp and
splendor, etc.
All these thingB we may express in
playing, among other means, also by rubato. But-the
poetical fancies and effiisions emanate and flow round
some distinct, fundamental rhythms and tempos, aud
whenever these latter-the mere dance motives-prevail,
we must, by way of contrast, set them off in strict time
and rhythm, without rubdto ‘or we fail to co'nvey Chopin’s ideas. Let the criterion be: “ Can this be danced
to, or not?” If it can, no rubato ; if it cannotXfree
dpllvprv with mbatn!
’
“

.vigorous struggle is made. to • shake off the yoke of the
oppressor, Russia. Alongside of the polonaise great
hope and fear, ISVe and anxiety, are depicted, and-anon
some iiasterly touches seem to delineate the national
chai icter of thi people, as if Liszt had looked on and
studied the physiognomies of the dancers. .
Chopin’s rondos, concertos, scherzos, impromptus
and nocturnes admit, perhaps, of more rubato than,any
other compositions; but rubato is incompatible with the
tonder, lyric mood, the adagio-like character, the dreamy
reverie, the grateful^ noble repose in so many-of the
nocturnes; and whenever an obviously and designedly
even, monotonous rhythm in homogeneous accompani-

this sanctum sanctorum and lay
UiU
j."
rubato ,fi“ger8
fingers on
on the
sacred trea
^bato
tA\8aCr®dutrea
them
of
grandeur
and
beauty
beyo
e 0 ®ran ur a J beaufybeyo
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Classical music may be defined
thoughts, beautiful in themselves
treated. But the term classical ha
It is employed to characterize com
considerable lapse Of timej are u
standard works of.art.. It is also e
ize the period of form as distin
romance and feeling.-—Prentice.

5. Pedal.
one particular instrument, accompanied by or¬
chestra. The concerto is ordinarily composed
of an allegro, an adagio, and a rondeau, and is
commenced by a tutti. This is applied to pas¬
sages of a concerto during which the orchestra
is heard alone.
Introduction—A short or long movement that
is slower than the principal motif, and which
serves to announce and bring forward this motif.

The incidental phrases whic
the different parts are called ep

Prelude.—A short piece com
motif which is reproduced in a
quent modulations.

Sebastian Bach has given us
of this style of composition.
Many fugues are precede
written in the same key.
The term prelude is also ap
which brings in the principal t
introduce it, and to prepare t
follows.
AUemande.f—A dance in \ ti
a lively allegretto.
Anglaise.-—A dance air in
movement.
Gigue.—A dance air in f ti
ment. r
•
Ckmrante.—A dance air in
movement, notwithstanding
courante was a sort of stately
beautiful positions.

Minuet.—A dance of French origin, in three
times,__and in a moderate movement.
The
minuet is composed of two parts, which are
always repeated. When the Da Capo is reached,
the first part is played over without repetition,
and is ended before the trio. The second part
of the minuet i$ called the trio, because, for¬
merly, at this point in the ballet three leaders
only occupied the scene.
The trio is almost always opposite in charac¬
ter to the principal motif. The movement of
the ancient minuet was very moderate, but\it
has become livelier in those pieces now bearing
the same name.
Sclw'zo.—A short piece in light and playful
.
style. The scherzo is often a minuet of livelier
* “ An imitation is a musical artif
0

when one part that is csHleA. antecede
* Piano music is one of the branches of chamber music, ject or theme, and another part celle
which comprises all pieces played in concerts and in the same theme, after either rests o
salons. All music enters into the category;- either of ever. This continues to the end.” (
chamber music, church music, theatre music or military on Fugues).
music.
f The pieces by Bach, H'dndel, e
f Prom “ The Study of the Piano.”
names,AUemande, LngMs Gigs
$ Music is said to be concertante when the motifs form etc., etc., are not dances. These na
a dialogue between the different parts.
them only to indicate the movement

pieces that could be indicated. There are the whims of
teacher themselves, concerning the order, or extent, or
method of technical development; hues of opinion as
varied as those of a flower garden, but not always so
pleasing.
The capacity, taste or ambition of pupils
has to be closely studied by the teacher who would, see
progress at every lesson. The demand of parents and
the public also interfere with selections which, but for
these confusing elements, would be prescribed as medi¬
cines for correcting existing conditions, and setting
newer and better ones in operation.
Yet, when all these disturbing elements have been
brought into consideration, it still remains reasonable to
suppose that a course of development in piano-playing
(together with the musical cultivation back of it and
cpming to expression through it) is capable of being
defined and measured by the ability to perform satis¬
factorily a certain list of pieces—just as the progress
through an educational course is marked off into grades
by certain text-books mastered. Such a typical course
once satisfactorily defined, considerable lee-way might
well enough be allowed for accessory studies, parlorpieces, and the like, in the .same way that additional
reading matter is now provided in school courses. More¬
over, the list of standard piece's itfeelf need not be 'inva¬
riable. Alternates and equivalents might just as well be
admitted here as in other places in’ education.
‘
A
We are aware that the National Association of Music
Teachers has taken this" matter in hand, by the appoint¬
ment of a committee, headed by that, excellent musician
and teacher, Mr.• Albert BU Parsons, for compiling
complete courses in all the departments, to.be after¬
ward acted upon by—the association and promulgated,
with its authority. We hear of considerable activity
among the members of this committee, but in the nature
of the case Buch a work moves slowly, and cannot be
practically available for two years at least, and when
ready is quite likely to find itself impaired in important
functions, through ill-advised and hasty modification in.
the committee of the whole, at the moment of putting it

. ,. .
,
,
-Xr ,
,
studies in each grade. Wedo not exp
fill out the whole list. What we desire
in the names of the pieces and studie
relies for doing the work in the grades

ing principally lies. If his work is m
ners, there is the place where his exp
value to other teachers; if with adva
his advice will be good at this end of t

give as experience has given him a
teachers who are in the habit of relyin
particular pieces for preparing their p
grades—for essential parts of the high
indicate these and the work expecte
them. These lists, when returned to
will be copied out in form for comparis

final revision will be left to a corps of
eminent and competent teachers of pian
try, whose names will be appended
course in which they have been sever
The complete lists will be published in

soon as possible. The standard cours
grades will be brought out as rapidly as
thorough work necessary for making t
value. Everything depends, therefore, u

response of te.o W W. hope * pro
authoritative within our province as
works of literary cooperation, the
Academy Francaiseflmperial Dictiona
we will do, if every teacher upon The
Aw part.
'

The pianoforte, as an instrument, w
able for harmony rather than for melG
most delicate'touch of which it is capa
to an air the thousand different sha
vivacity which the bow. of the violinis
the flutist are able to produce. On the
is perhaps no instrument which, like th
mands by its powerful chords the wh
mony, and discloses its treasures in a
variety of form.—Hoffmann.
1
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THE: SCRATCH CLUB
A

BY H. A. CLARKE, HUS. DOC.

COLLECTION of musical criticisms from all standpoints, sketches
and stories, in the form of conYersatioas among the memben of the
clnb and their friends. In the introductory chapter the -Object of the
work is stated to be, “to.give the general reader some idea of the way
in which mnBiciahs discuss music.”
The “Scratch Clnb” discussions are of interest to'every musical
person, inasmuch as they treat of subjects of great Educational value
yet written in a vein that readily commands general interest.
. The work will be issued by subscription, at $1.00 per copy; will
be printed in first-class style and beautifully bound in cloth. Those
desiring to obtain it will kindly send an order for as many copies as
they may desire, payable on delivery of the books. It will be issued on
or before December 1st, and will be an appropriate holiday gift to any
musical friend.
A few of the opening chapters of “ The Scratch Clnb ” are now being
published in the PkUadisIphia Musical Journal, a sample copy of which
will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents.
. Address all orders to
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children pieces, of which this one, No. 3, is, perhaps, the
most pleasing. It is written after the style of a song,
without words. It is one of those pure and soulful,
simple pieces, that every teacher should teach whenever
opportunity permits, which is with almost every pupil.
It is by playing such lovely gems as this that the beginners see beauty in music outside the dance forms.

921.
/

Smith, Wilson G-. Op. 48. No. 2,
Mill-Wheel.Song. Grade V..
And what can be said to adequately present the char¬
acteristic grace and beauty of this little tone-picture—a
perfect gem of its kind? The triplet figuration in the
left hand presents a ground-work of monotonous hum¬
ming accompaniment to the bright and sparkling theme
of the song As a bit of tone-painting, we know of
nothing better in recent piano literature, it has already
been played in concert by several concert artists, and
won an Invariable tneore.
“ There the old mill-wheel remains.
And lets the mill-stream rnn;
And if it shines or if it rains,
It sings nt set of sun.”
The sentiment of this motion is most charmingly and
practically reproduced in the unceasing flow of the
stream, and itB accompaniment alternating in either
hand.

922. Schubert, Fr. From Op. 78. Minuet
in B Minor. Grade VI...
'

y70ne-of Schubert’s, most popular pieces, made known
by'the playing of it by Rubinstein when in this country.
The pleces require the same style of technical playing
as Onopin’* Military Polonaise, Op. 40, No. 2, with the
addition of liner shading. One should b® well devoloped
musically to do justice to the beauties of this piece, unless
it is executed with the proper taste it will degenerate
into mere empty hammering the keys of the piano.
,

923.

Price 75 Cents in
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A new invention of great pra
Player.

Schumann, B. Op. 12. 'Wo. 3.
Waruin ? (Why ?). Grade IV...
This is a good study in Oanlabile playipg, besides being
one of Schumann’s gems. The piece is finely edited by
W. 8. B. Mathews.

924.

Kuhlau, F. Op 55. No. 1, Sona¬
tina. Grade III...
—Kuhlau. has written many pleasing and'instructive
little works for piano, bat none more beautiful than the
one before ns. It is in the key: of <1, bright flowing and
melodlo. It has one peculiarity in not having a slow
movement, after the first movement which is In strict
form, the Fteoes movements enter and a»ke a .pleasing
effect.".

926.

Macfarren, Walter. Golden Slum¬
bers. Grade IV........,.
A very pleasing cradle song—dellghtfal to play. Easy
. of execution and is sure to awaken the finer sense of
- musical feeling. It is finely edited by Bern. Boekelman.
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A collection offac simile reproductions of the most famous themes
of the great composers, exactly as originally written. A rare and
valuable collection of exceptional interest to all musicians, not only
on account of the fact that we are able to see just how the great
masters began the actual'work on their most celebrated compositions,
but because of the deep personal interest contributed by the auto¬
graphic reproduction. The following partial list of contents shows
the worth of the book : “ I know that my Redeemer liveth,” Handel;
Sonata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Song, Mozart; Prelude, “Ave Maria,”
J. Sebastian Bach; “Erl King,”' Franz Schubert; “Song without
Words,” Mendelssohn; “ Overture to Tannhauser,” Wagner.
Address,

THEO PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

custom fingers and hands al
tion in all major and minor
mind as well as the fingers.

Advice to Young Stude
By ALBERT
PBICE,

Some good advice for every
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MUSICAL GAME.

Letters from a renowned musi

ALLEGRANDO.

NATURE -f OF +

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.

By Dr. HUGO
(Second Edition.)

An exposition of some mode

This game consists of cards, on which'the different notes and rests
are'printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together t5
they are played until’.the' value of a whole note is reached, when it
•By C. A. MA
.counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the
"whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
roles for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, resist,
Among the many tonics tre
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piauo, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ are “On a good touch,” “Repo
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music fester; in fact, all m -playing ” etc., etc. Price,
who are interested in music, need this charming game. A
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
\
, The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
FO
The different kinds of time.
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
You learn, while playing an interesting game,
It is readily learned, even by children/
By E. M.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
REVISED
A new deparfere—rmtirely unlike any. other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if. not
Price,
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced.alike.
Those intending to study music will, find-it to.their advantage to play
The book contains everyt
this game a while before beginning lessons
.
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of Music Teachers; Index;
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Mme. Saint Amaranthe,
1
Oavotte lie Concerto. ©|». 42,} Oonstantm Sternberg, * .75
Serenade, ©p. 18, Mo. I.—Arthur Foote.75
Swing- Song.-F.1. by nut..,..50
Taran telle (4 bands). Op. 21.Edmund B. Matloon._ 1.50
l>a Soopir (The Sigh). Morceau Poetique,
Edmund S. Matloon...
.75
First laznrka.Chas. E. Pratt.
.50
Gavotte..... W. L. Blumemchein,
.35
Witcltery. Vaise Brilliants.B. E. Hmninges.......
.75
Concert Polonaise. Op. 37...Wilson G. Smith..75
In presenting this Beries of pianoforte pieces to the public, the
publishers have had in mind two important points:—
Fikst.—An appreciation of the fact that we have American authors
whose works are of a standard merit and educational value, and
fully worthy of being presented to the musical public in as attractive
a form as possible.
Second.—A belief that both professional and amateur musicians
will lend us their support in our efforts in behalf of native talent.

MUSIC PUPIL’S

An accurate record of lessons taken
given to arrange a daily practice sched
tions by the teacher, for marking the
lesson, and blank receipts to he filled
Convenient in form and an incentive t
“I like the card; think it is entirel
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89.
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GET THE BEST.

KARL MERZ’S PIANO METHOD.
By KARL MERZ.
Simple,

SIZE, 22 x 28

Progressive and Practical, yet Thorough
and Complete.

Bo piano method ever published has so quickly come into use as
Men’s Neva Piano Method. The best teachers throughout the country
unite in pronouncing it far superior to any work of the kind yet
written.
. ■ '

TWO EDITIONS ARE PUBLISHED,
One with American arid One with Fbreign Fingering.
Price $3.00, by Mail, postpaid.
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$5.00, with Frame,
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HENNINCES’ PRACTICAL GUIDE
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.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF THE PIANOFORTE.
A thorough course of the essentials in fingering technics will be
found indicated ; in fact, it is a complete Instruction Book, with many
valuable hints and explanations, as only a teacher of ripe experience
can give.
~ •
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A BOON TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.

FIFTY EXAMINATIO

Priee, bound in Cloth, 75 cents.
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To Mr. Vergil.
Dear Sir—I recently .had occasion to see and examine one
of your Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander
Lambert, and I desire to express to you my full appreciation
of the excellence of your invention. -Notwithstanding the
■well known aphorism of Kobt. Schumann, that “One cannot
learn to speak from the dumb,” I am convinced that many
technical difficulties may be conquered upon your instru¬
ment more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary
way: and with the utmost' regard -for the ears of sensitive
neighbors.
In my own practice, I make special use of the silent key¬
board—yours is this and much more.

FOR EVERY'TEACHER, PUPIL, PLAY

INEXPENSIVE, PORTAB

The Virgil Practice
New York, January 13lh, 1889.
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